Paper Plate Frog

Materials needed:

- Paper plate (included)
- From the template (included) cut out largest circle for eyes (in white) color mouth (crescent) black and then cut
- Two large black circles for eyeballs (included)
- Two small black circle for nose (included)
- One red strip for tongue (included)
- Green construction paper for tracing hands (included)
- Colored construction paper to glue craft (included)
- Black sharpie
- Green paint and brush
- Glue
- Scissors
- Gluing mat
- Sponge for clean up

Procedure

1. Paint the paper plate green on the outside/back and set aside to dry
2. Cut out the white circles for eyes
3. Color the mouth (crescent shaped) black and cut
4. Curl the red strip around a pencil or dowel for the tongue
5. Trace your child's hands (you will need both to make the feet) on green construction paper and cut out
Paper Plate Frog Template